
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press release 

   9/30/2016. 

 

In Almaty a closing ceremony of the XII –th International Eurasia Film Festival has 

taken place.  

 
 According to the decision of  the jury the picture " The House of others" by the 

director Rusudan Glurdzhidze (Georgia – Russia – Croatia-Spain) received Grand Prix 

in the main competition.  

A Kazakhstan citizen Sadilkhan Erzhanov is recognized as the best director with 

his movie "Plague in Karatas Aul ".  

Yury Pomerantsev who has acted in the movie "Once a Week" by the domestic 

director Igor Piskunov won in the nomination "The Best Actor"  

Emmanuel Devo is recognized as the best actress who has played a role in the 

movie "Mokko" (France-Switzerland). 

A special prize of jury was awarded to the picture “Area” by the director Luisito 

Lagdameo Ignasioiz from Philippines.  

A Grand Prix in the competition of short meter was awarded to the picture “A 

Beam of the morning dawn" by Kazakhstan director Darkhan Tulegenov. 

The movie "The House of others " has become also the winner- picture of NETPAC. 

 
The prize-winner of FIPRESCI  is "A wounded angel" by the director Emir Baygazin 

(Kazakhstan – France – Germany – Switzerland – the UAE-Holland). 

"My friend Raffi" became the best movie of the children's competitive program by the 

director Arend Agent from Germany. 

A prize "The Best Scenario" was awarded to the picture "The Most Red of Foxes" 

by Russian director Aleksandra Strelyanaya. 

A prize of spectator sympathies won the picture " Antboy " by the director Aska 
Khasselbakh from Denmark. 
 
  A special prize "Choice of Esquire" for the best documentary was awarded to Yury 

Serebryansky,  the editor-in-chief of Esquire Kazakhstan. The picture " Under the Sun " 

by the director Vitaliy Mansky won this victory (Russia – Latvia – the Germany-Czech 

Republic – North Korea). 



 

 A special prize "History and Personality" has been awarded to the documentary "With 

Nazarbayev about the Main Thing" by Kazakhstan producer Erlan Bekhozhin. 

.- Today we have summed up the results of the XII-th IFF "Eurasia", the international 

Film Festival the Constellation of Shaken, and also have handed the first national award 

"Tulpar", – has commented Rashid Nugmanov, the CEO of a film festival, the president 

of National academy of cinema arts and sciences. 

"I would like to thank all who have helped a festival to take place, to our sponsors. I 

want to thank heartily all festival team and say many thanks to the audience and our 

jury. 

  Mukhamedzhanov Tolegen became a winner of the national award  in the 

nomination "For the Best Music to the Movie” for music to the movie "Kunanbay".  

Rustam Odinayev has became a winner in the nomination "The Best Work of the 

Art Director" for the picture "Kunanbay"  

  Hassan Kydyraliyev (Kyrgyzstan) became the winner in the nomination "The Best 
Camerawork". 

An award for the Best Actress was awarded to Altynay Nogerbek  ("A road to 

mother"). 

Zholzhaksynov Doskhan won in the nomination "The Best Male Role"  (movie 

"Kunanbay"). 

Talasbek Asemkulov won  in the nomination "The Best Scenario", Doskhan 

Zholzhaksynov  won for the script to the movie "Kunanbay". 

Erlan Nurmukhambetov became the owner of the prizes in the nomination "The 

Best Director's Work".   

The nomination "The Best Central Asian Movie" has won  the movie "Will of the 

Father" (Kyrgyzstan)  

A picture "A Nut Tree" became the best fiction film. 

 
 The film festival was held under patronage of the Ministry of Culture and sport of 

the Republic of Kazakhstan and by assistance of Almaty akimat.  

 

On additional questions address to the press office of IFC Eurasia 

 (Anna Shelepova), +7 (707) 237 2928. 

        https://www.facebook.com/anyashelepova, 
     e-mail: press@eurasiaiff.com. 
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